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1. Introduction. Let f(z) be an integral function and let M(r,f) =

maX|Z|gr|/(z) I. The order p and the typek{J) of /(z) are defined by the relations

log log MO,/)                           log MO,/)
p = lim sup - ;      k{j) = am sup-

r->» log T r-.oo rp

Let [z„], zn = rnei9n be a distinct sequence of complex numbers such that

0 < ri ^ r2 S ■ ■ ■ 3s rn —* «

as »—>«>. Let pi>0 be any number. The type k(/, p1; [z„]) of/(z) over the set

[z„] is defined by the relation

r .. lQg  I IM 1
«(/, pi, |z„J) = hm sup —;-;-

»-»       I z„ I ft

If /(z) is of order p, it is evident that «(/, pi, [z»]) ^0 when px >p. If pi ^p, the

value of k(J, pi, [z„]) can vary from — » to co.

1.1. Definition. Let/0) De a function of order p; we shall say that [zn]

is an effective set, or briefly an £-set, for/0) when k(J, p, [z„]) = k(/).

1.2. It is easy to see that any given function f(z) always possesses an

E-set; for, on |z| =r, there is at least one point z(r) such that M(r, f)

= |/(ZW)| ! also, a sequence [r„], rx<r2< ■ ■ ■ <rn-^-cc as n—xx>, exists for

which

logM(rn,/)
k(/) = hm- ;

«-.» rn"

hence [z0»)j is an effective set for/0). A more interesting question is to

ascertain whether all functions of a given class specified by some simple prop-

erty possess an E-set in common. In this paper an attempt is made to answer

this question.

1.3. We denote C(p, d) the class of all functions of order p and type less

than d where p and d are any two given positive numbers. We regard all func-

tions of order less than p as of order p and minimal type, that is k(J) =0, un-

* Presented to the Society, September 10, 1937; received by the editors January 21, 1937.
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less/(z) = 0 in which case «(/) = «(/, p, [z„]) = — oo for all p and [z„]. These

are included in C(p, d) for the purposes of this paper.

2. We shall, first, discuss a few general properties of an E-set for a given

class C{p,d).

Theorem 1. In order that a set [z„] may be an E-set for a class C(p, d) it

is necessary that

(i) the exponent of convergence (which we shall speak of as the order) of [z„]

cannot be less than p;

(ii) if the order of [z„] be p, any function with zeros at z = zn must be of

order p and type not less than d unless such a function is identically zero;

(iii) the set [d„ ] of amplitudes of [zn ] must be everywhere dense in 0 3? 9 ̂  2ir.

Proof. If [zn] were of order p' < p, the canonical product <r(z) with simple

zeros at [z„] is of order p and therefore is of order p and minimal type so

that, by the definition of C(p, d)

/<0) = «0, p, [zn]) = o.

But o-(zn) =0 so that

k(ct, p, [zn]) = — co .

This contradiction shows that the order of [zn] cannot be less than p. A

similar argument proves (ii). To prove (iii), suppose that [dn] is not every-

where dense in (0, 2ir). Then there is a 0O such that d0 — ö 0 0O + 5 contains

no 6„, 8>0 being sufficiently small. We can suppose without loss of generality

that 0O = O so that the angle | d\ ^ 5 does not contain any point of [z„]. Now,

let H„(z) be defined by*

HP(z) = '

0 < p ?S h

£—-— * P>h-
n—0

r O)
It is known that, if z is outside | d\ ^5,

log I #p(z) I
lim sup -j—:-        < k(H,) .

By considering a function of the form Hp(i)z) where v is such that r/'/c^p) <d,

we conclude that [zn] cannot be an A-set for Hp(-nz) which obviously belongs

to C(p, d). Hence [dn] is everywhere dense in (0, 27r). It may be noted that

* For 0<pgj, see Paley and Wiener, Fourier Transforms in the Complex Domain, p. 79; for

P>i, Hp{z) are Mittag-Leffler's functions, Acta Mathematica, vol. 29 (1905), pp. 101-181.
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since an £-set remains an £-set when any other set is added to it, we cannot

expect to improve upon the result (i) of Theorem 1.

2.1. We shall now give a general criterion for a set [z„] to form an £-set

for a class C(p, d). Let An(h) denote the circle with center z„ and radius

|z„|_A; and let A(h) denote the system of circles An(h), n = l, 2, • ■ ■ . We

prove

Theorem 2. The set [z„] of order p will form an E-setfor C(p, d) provided

there exists a function g(z) with simple zeros at z = zn and h>p such that the

following relations hold:

,„ ,.      log I g'(Sn) 1 . ..     log  [ l(g) I ,
. (l) hm-;-:-= d; (n)    am —;—;-= d

«->»     I z„ |" I z |"

as [ z I —> oo outside the circles A (h).

2.2. We shall establish two lemmas in the first place.

Lemma 1. There exists a sequence [Rn], Ri <Rz < • • ■ <i?„-H>0° as n—*<»,

Rn+i ^kaRn,a>\ being given, such that no circle | z | = Rn, « = 1,2, • • • , cuts any

circle of A (h).

Proof. Let b > 1. Consider the ring r ^ | z | ^ br. The sum of the diame-

ters of those circles of A (h) whose centers lie in the ring cannot exceed

zZrS\zn]£br\zn\~h which is less than a fixed positive constant since Z|z"|-''

converges when h>p. Therefore if r is sufficiently large, there is at least one

circle | z | = R in the ring r | z | 3? br which does not cut any circle of A (h).

Hence, there is an nQ such that for all n ^ nQ, the ring bn ̂  | z | 3£ bn+1 contains

a circle of the type required. Taking b = a1'2 we get the required result.

Lemma 2. Any function g(z) satisfying the condition (ii) of Theorem 2 is of

order p and type d.

Proof. Let a>l be given and let [R„] be the sequence of Lemma 1. On

I z I = Rn, we have, by (ii)

M(Rn, g) ^ exp [(*- +«)*.']

for « = «0 = »o(e). Since Mir, g) is an increasing function of r and Rn+i^aRn,

we get for all r ^ r0 = r0(e)

M(r, g) ^ exp [a"(d + e)r"],

so that /c(g) 55 a"d and since a is any number greater than one, we get /c(g) t£d.

But obviously d^ic(g). Hence K(g)=d.

2.3. Proof of Theorem 2. Let/(z) be any function of C(p, d) and [R,] the

sequence of Lemma 1 for some a > 1. Let
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2lVlJ \x\-r

xmf(x) dx
- -1

l*l-B,   g(x)      X - 2

where m 3: 0 is an integer. By (ii) we find that

(1) /,-»0

as v—*«> uniformly in any fixed circle |z| gjJf. But

(2)
_ »»/(g) _     2/y(z„) l

while by (i) the series

g(z) I,„|<Ä,   g'(zB)    2 - Z„

Znmf(Zn) 1

g'(zB)     2 — Z„

converges uniformly except at the points z = z„. Therefore (1) and (2) give

f(z) » 8B"/(S»)zm— = Z -77
1

(3)
g(z)        „_i    g'(zB)     2 - 2„

Let k(J, p, [zb]) =ß^K(f) <d. Choose rj so that 0<rj<d — ß and X so that

JX" = J —ß — v. Let x(z) = Co-r-CiZ-r-c2z2-f- • • • be any integral function of order

p and type not exceeding dX". Then by (i) the double series

CmZnz
(m,n)

'(«.)

1

z — z„

converges uniformly except at z = zB, so that (3) gives

(4)
/(z)x(z) _ £ /Wx(».) 1

g(z) „=i    g'(z„)     z - ZB

In (4) we can take x{z)=g(hz) since in this case k(x) =<Ap by Lemma 2.

So (4) gives

g(z)  - /(2B)g(XzB) 1

(5) /(*) = Z
z — ZBg(Xz) B-i g'(zB)

Let A\(h) denote the circles around the zeros of g(Xz) similar to A(h). Then,

given a>l, we can, just as in Lemma 1, choose a sequence [22«], R„+i^aRn,

such that the circles |z| =i?B do not cut any circle of either A.(h) or A\(h).

Using (i), (ii) and the choice of X, we get from (5),

(6) M(Rn, /) 55 exp [(d - d\» + e)icB" J

for w^«0 = Wo(e). Starting from (6), an argument of the type used in Lemma 2
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shows that£(/) ^d — d\''=ß + ri and since n is subject to the sole restriction

0 <7j <d—ß we get *-(/) ^ß. Since ßS «(/), we get «(/) =j8 which is the result

required.

2.4. In some cases it is possible to conclude that the relation (i) of Theo-

rem 2 follows from (ii). The circles of A (h) determine a sequence of non-over-

lapping domains A, D3, ■ ■ ■ , Dn, • • . Let p„ denote the number of points

of [z„] lying in Dn. We shall prove

Lemma 3. If pn^P, a fixed positive number, then (ii) of Theorem 2 in-

volves (i).

Proof. Let z„ be contained in Dqn. Let

Pn(2) = n

and
g(z)  = Pn(z)Qn(z).

The greatest and the least distances of the boundary of DQn from the origin

lie in the interval (| zn \ —H, \zn\ +H) where H =zZn=1 \ ZA ~h- Since the degree

of P„(z) does not exceed P, we have

,.     l°g 1 Pn(z) I
lim-j—;-        = 0,

1*1'
as I z I —>• oo outside the domains Dv, uniformly in n. Therefore on the boundary

of 7J!n, we have by (ii)

(7)    exp [(d -■•)(!*. I - Hy] ?S I Qn(z) I 52 exp [(d + e)( | z„ | + 77)"].

Since Qn(z) does not vanish in Dqn, (7) holds in the interior of Dqn, in particu-

lar, at z=z„. Hence

,.     log I Qn(Zn) I
hm-j-j-       - d.
n-» I Z„ J*

Moreover

g'(zn) = PJ(zn)Qn(zn),

and arguing as before we get

,.     l°g  I g'M I        ,.      log  I <2»(Zn) I
lun-;-:-       = lim-;-i-— d.

n—>m

So the lemma is proved.

3. Using Theorem 2, we shall set up an 7£-set for a given class C(p, d).

We first establish the following
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Lemma 4. Let p = 2/a and
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(8)

Then crp(z) is an integral function of order p satisfying (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2,

with d = a/4 = l/(2p).

Proof. If we prove (ii) with some h>p, (i) will follow from Lemma 3 since

the circles of A (h) are obviously non-overlapping after a certain stage. Let

P>0 be any integer and let z lie in the ring fr*£ \ z\ ^ (p+l)a.

(9) <r,(s)

where

(10) Fp(z)

---)f,
\      papj \      (p + l)"(f+»/

= n(i-—) n )-j»x5„

say. We have

log I 5i I = \p(p - 1) log I z I - aJZ «log« + logll
p-i p-i

n

(id — ^ + 0(p log + log]!
4

1 -

— I a |»'»+0(|« I1'-log |z|)+logI[ 1 -

Now, since p* fk \ z\ S (p+l)a, we have

(12)

p-l / nan\ p-1 nan p-1 /

n(i—i—      i+—).
n-A Pa"/ n-1 Z" n_l\ W

Using the fact that (l + l/x)1 steadily increases and (1 — \/x)~x steadily de-

creases to e as x varies in 0 <x< °o, we get

/ n\an      U      p — »\p/(p-")i "n(P-n)ip p    an(p — n)~\

\7) =\V-~ir)   /     -expL——J

iS exp ̂ -—min (n, p — w)J.

Therefore (12) gives

0 < a= na-«-a",2)Un i— ^ {i\{\+e-«^)\ =b,
v „=1 ) n-1 Zan i „=1 )
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so that by (11),

(13) log I Si I = — I z|2/a + 0(| z\ila\og I si).
4

A similar argument shows that

log \Sm\ - 0(1),

so that (9), (10), and (13) give

log I <rp(z) I = — I z|2'" + 0(| zl1'" log I a I )

(14)
4

z"
+ log 1-

pap

zp+l

1
(P + 1)«(P+d

where pa ?S | z| (^ + 1)". Taking h>p = 2/a, we find from (14) that when z is

outside the circles of A(h) but inside the ring p^tk \ z\ Sa(^ + l)a,

(15) log I <rp(z) I = j|z|2'« + 0(| a|i'«log I z| ),

and since p is any integer, we get

log I o-p(z) I      a 1
lim

z " 4 2p

as I z I —> oo outside the circles of A (h). So the lemma is proved.

3.1. It is easy to see that if [z„] is an A-set for c(p, d) then [j?z„] is an

A-set for c(p, d/t]p). Hence Lemma 4 enables us, in conjunction with Theo-

rem 2, to state

Theorem 3. Let p>0, d>0 be given. The set of points

[(2pd)-li"n2i"e2'Tiin], n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ; v = 0, 1, 2, • • • , n - 1,

forms an E-set for the class C(p, d). In other words, if f(z) is any function of

order p and type less than d, then

log M(r,f) \ag\f[(2pd)-V**"e»«i*\\
hm sup -= K(f) = hm sup-

r" (2prf)-'»2

3.2. As a corollary we get, taking d = l/(2p), in Theorem 3,

Theorem 4. If f(z) is any integral function of order less than p or of order p

and minimal type (k(J) = 0), then

log I /(«2/"e2,"ri/") I
lim sup - == 0.
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3.3. If <r(z) is the canonical product with simple zeros at the lattice

points z = m+in, m, n = 0, +1, ±2, • • • , it is known from the pseudo-peri-

odic properties of «r(z) that (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2 hold for <r(z) with p = 2

and d=ir/2. Hence the class C(2, tt/2) has the peculiarly simple £-set

z = m+in, m, n = 0, +1, ±2, • ■ • .

3.4. I have shown elsewhere* that a function of C(2, jr/2) bounded at

the lattice-points must be a constant. The question may be asked whether

the same is true of an £-set for C(p, d) for which the conditions of Theorem 2

hold. That this is in fact the case can be shown by using exactly the same

method followed in the case of the lattice points, t So we can state

Theorem 5. Let [z„] be a set of points satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii)

of Theorem 2. Then any function of order p and type less than d bounded at the

points [zn ] must reduce to a constant.

3.5. As a particular case of Theorem 5 we get

Theorem 6. An integral function of order p and type less than l/(2p)

bounded at the points

«2/'e2""n, n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ; v = 0, 1, 2, • • • , n - 1

reduces to a constant.

3.6. It may be noted that an £-set for a class C(p, d) is a fixture to that

class and is independent of the individual functions of the class. Theorems

2-4 throw a good deal of light on the peculiar behaviour of the functions of

C(2, 7r/2) at the lattice points. These latter were, in fact, the starting point

of the investigations of this paper. It is very probable that conditions closely

allied to those of Theorem 2 are also necessary for an £-set although I have

not succeeded in discovering exactly what these conditions are. The question

whether (ii) of Theorem 2 always involves (i) is also unsolved.

* Journal of the London Mathematical Society, vol. 11 (1936), pp. 247-250.

t Since/(z„) = 0, *-(/) SO; if K(f) <0, f(z) =0; if *(/) =0, then also K(J") =0, so that formula (3)

holds with m — 0 and f"/p\, p = 0, 1, 2, ■ • ■ , in place of /(s). An addition and an argument, as in

Lemma 2, will show that e,w is of finite order, that is, /(z) is a polynomial which must be a con-

stant since /(z„) = 0( 1).
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